2 JEDSTONE PLACE
Comfortably situated on a large 7,500 sqft lot with a
spacious back yard and located at the end of a quiet cul-desac well away from any road, this brand new, four-bedroom
modern home offers space for the entire family with added
revenue. Well thought out attention to detail is everywhere
with superior fixtures, quality finishing choices, premium
appliances, and a gorgeous master ensuite. There is even
a legal suite over the garage. Outside, the metal roof detail
adds a special designer touch, while the rear patio invites you
to sit back and relax.
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Jedstone Place is a brand-new boutique development
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of eight custom designed homes encompassing the
“farmhouse modern” theme. Each home has been carefully
designed to include subtle accents that blend rustic and
classic finishes together into a modern theme with respect
for the past. Premium appliances, finishes, and designer
selections make Jedstone Place a comfortable and
rewarding choice to call home.
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• 4 bedroom home
• 1 bed legal suite over the garage
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BEDROOM 1
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• Double garage
• Large 7,500 sqft cul-de-sac lot

Total Liveable Space: 2,485 sq.ft.

Main Floor: 1,108 sq.ft. | Garage: 395 sq.ft. | Upper Floor: 930 sq.ft. | Suite: 447 sq.ft.

www.JedstonePlace.com

The Preferred Homes Team, RE/MAX Camosun | 250-220-5061 or 1-800-663-2121
The house, it’s details and dimensions may vary from this plan and those plans demonstrated on the Web site. The seller reserves the right to make changes or modifications as required during the construction process.

